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Abstract Sorption is one of the key processes that plays a major role in the transport of contam-

inants in fractured porous media. Extensive studies have been conducted on sorption isotherms in

fracture matrix coupled system but studies pertaining to sorption in fractured porous media with

fracture–skin are very limited. In this study, a numerical model is developed for analysing the influ-

ence of sorption intensities on velocity, macro dispersion coefficient and dispersivity using the

method of spatial moments. Implicit finite difference numerical technique has been used to solve

the coupled non-linear governing equations. A varying grid is adopted at the fracture and skin inter-

face to capture the mass transfer at the interface. Results suggest that the role of non-linear sorption

is dominant in comparison with that of advection and dispersion in deciding the final relative con-

centration within the fracture. The role of sorption partition coefficients is not always enhancing the

mixing phenomena which lead to dilution of solutes. Furthermore, the role of sorption partition

coefficients is extremely sensitive in the sense that the resultant magnitude of effective dispersivity

may either get enhanced or mitigated depending on the magnitude of sorption partition coefficients.
ª 2014 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
1. Introduction

Contaminant transport in fractured porous media has been a

topic of increasing interest in recent decades as the high perme-
ability fracture provides a preferential pathway for the move-
ment of fluids in the subsurface medium. The quantum of

diffusive mass transport along the fracture walls decides the
mobility and spreading of contaminants transported along
the fracture (Renu and Suresh Kumar, 2012). It is well known

that the transport of reactive solutes through porous media is
affected by various rate limited processes, which mainly
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Figure 1 Schematic representation of the coupled fracture–skin–

matrix system.
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include sorption, mass transfer between regions of different
velocities and transformation (Srivastava et al., 2002). Many
studies have been conducted on non-linear sorption of contam-

inants in the porous system (Weber et al., 1991; Brusseau,
1995; Srivastava and Brusseau, 1996; Abulaban et al., 1998;
Abulaban and Nieber, 2000). Sekhar et al. (2006) numerically

showed that in a single fracture with matrix diffusion, the ratio
between dispersivities for linearly and non-linearly sorbing sol-
utes varies exponentially at a very large time. Suresh Kumar

(2008) performed spatial moment analysis to investigate the
influence of non-linear sorption intensities on dispersivity
and macro-dispersion coefficients, arising from marked heter-
ogeneities between fracture and matrix transport parameters.

Earlier studies on solute transport in a fractured formation
generally did not consider the presence of fracture skins.
Moench (1984, 1985) defined fracture skins to be a low perme-

ability material deposited on the fracture walls which mitigates
the diffusive mass transfer between high and low permeability
materials. Sharp (1993) indicated the formation of skins in

fractured porous media. Later studies concluded that the frac-
ture skins can occur as clay filling (Driese et al., 2001), mineral
precipitation (Fu et al., 1994) and organic material growth

(Robinson and Sharp, 1997). Thus, the formation of frac-
ture–skin can affect the contaminant transport mechanism in
fractured porous media as the properties of the fracture–skin
like porosity, diffusion coefficient and retardation factor can

be significantly different from that of the surrounding rock-
matrix. The variation in the properties of the fracture–skin
from that of the associated rock-matrix causes the diffusive

mechanisms at the fracture–skin interface to be different from
that of the skin–matrix interface. The thickness of the frac-
ture–skin is generally smaller when compared to that of the

rock-matrix and therefore the sorption sites available in the
fracture–skin can be significantly different compared to that
of the rock-matrix. Renu and Suresh Kumar (2012) have per-

formed moment analysis on solute transport in a fracture–
skin–matrix system with Freundlich sorption. Although earlier
studies have only dealt with Freundlich sorption, the adsorp-
tion of a variety of chemicals from the aqueous phase of the

fracture onto the rock matrix can be described by the Lang-
muir equilibrium sorption, including surfactants and polymers
(Satter et al., 1980). Further, in a coupled fracture–matrix sys-

tem, the combined influence of matrix diffusion and non-linear
sorption complicates the mixing behaviour along the fracture
(Suresh Kumar, 2008). In Langmuir sorption isotherm, the

number of sorption sites is considered to be limited compared
to Freundlich sorption isotherm. The Langmuir sorption
would presumably provide a better understanding of the sorp-
tion of contaminants in the fracture–skin–matrix system as the

number of sorption sites in the fracture–skin can be limited due
to its limited thickness compared to the rock-matrix. The aim
of this study is to analyse the influence of Langmuir sorption

intensities on effective solute velocity, dispersion and dispersiv-
ity in the fracture matrix coupled system in the presence of
fracture–skin using the method of moments. The mobility

and spreading of solutes cannot be obtained in a straight for-
ward manner from the spatial and temporal distribution of
concentration obtained from the fracture (Renu and Suresh

Kumar, 2012) and thus requires a special tool. Field, experi-
mental and analytical solutions have their limitations in carry-
ing out this type of study. Field studies would be time
consuming and quite costly, and thus not affordable. More-
over it would take many years before we can obtain tangible
results. Experiments would last for many years if the long
range transport processes need to be investigated and more-

over it is difficult to obtain the non-linear behaviour in a cou-
pled fracture matrix system under various conditions involving
a range of fracture and solute transport parameters (Suresh

Kumar, 2008). Analytical solutions for non-linear differential
equations are difficult to solve. Thus, numerical modelling
along with spatial moment analysis plays an important role

in deducing the concentration distribution, and further aids
in quantifying the mobility and spreading of solutes along
the fracture.

2. Physical system and governing equations

The conceptual model illustrating a coupled fracture–skin–

matrix system (Robinson et al., 1998) is illustrated in Fig. 1.
A set of parallel fractures having fracture aperture of 2b is
separated by a distance of 2H. In between fracture and
rock-matrix fracture–skin having thickness d–b has been

considered. The principal transport mechanisms considered
within the fracture include advection, hydrodynamic dispersion,
sorption, and mass transfer to the adjacent skin by diffusion.

Molecular diffusion, sorption and radioactive decay have been
considered within the fracture–skin and rock-matrix.

The governing equation for contaminant transport in a

fracture in given below (Robinson et al., 1998)
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The most commonly used expression for Langmuir sorp-

tion Isotherm is given below (Singh and Srivastava, 2001;
Patnaik and Das, 1995):
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ð2Þ

where Cf is the concentration in the fracture, Smaxf is the max-
imum sorption capacity of the contaminants on the fracture

wall surface, Ka is the sorption partition coefficient.
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Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (1)
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Similarly the retardation factor for fracture skin and rock-
matrix can be obtained as

Rs ¼ 1þ qs
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where qs and qm are density of the fracture skin and rock
matrix, Smaxs and Smaxm are the maximum sorption capacity
of the contaminants within the fracture skin and rock matrix,

Ks and Kd are the sorption partition coefficient within the frac-
ture skin and rock-matrix, hs and hm are the fracture–skin and
rock-matrix porosities.

In Eq. (4), Rf is the retardation factor which takes into

account the Langmuir non-linear sorption within the fracture.
Cf is the concentration of contaminants in the fracture, v is the
average velocity of the fluid within the fracture. D is the hydro-

dynamic dispersion coefficient, D ¼ avþD�, a is the longitudi-
nal dispersivity, D* is the free molecular diffusion coefficient, b
is the half fracture aperture.

The governing equation for contaminant transport in the
fracture skin and rock-matrix is given as:
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where, Rs and Rm are the retardation factors which take

into account the Langmuir non-linear sorption within the frac-
ture skin and the rock matrix, Cs and Cm are the contaminant
concentration within the fracture skin and rock matrix, Ds and

Dm are the fracture–skin and rock matrix diffusion coefficient.
The initial and boundary conditions associated with Eqs.

(4) and (7) are:

CFðx ¼ 0; tÞ ¼ Co ð10Þ

Cfðx ¼ Lf; tÞ ¼ 0 ð11Þ

Cfðx; t ¼ 0Þ ¼ Csðx; y; t ¼ 0Þ ¼ Cmðx; y; t ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0 ð12Þ

Csðx; y ¼ b; tÞ ¼ Cfðx; tÞ ð13Þ

Csðx; y ¼ d; tÞ ¼ Cmðx; y ¼ d; tÞ ð14Þ
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The following assumptions have been used for modelling
coupled fracture–skin–matrix system.

1. The fracture aperture is much smaller than the length of the
fracture.

2. Permeability of fracture–skin and rock-matrix can be

ignored as there is no advection within fracture–skin and
rock-matrix.

3. Concentrations at the fracture–skin interface, i.e., concen-

trations along the fracture walls and along the lower
boundary of the fracture–skin are assumed to be equal.

4. Concentrations at the skin–matrix interface, i.e., concentra-
tion along the upper boundary of the fracture–skin and

lower boundary of the rock-matrix is assumed to be equal
as expressed in Eq. (14). The diffusive flux in the
fracture–skin is equal to the diffusive flux in the

rock-matrix at the skin–matrix interface as expressed in
Eq. (16).

5. Reversible sorption within the fracture, fracture–skin and

rock-matrix is accounted for by a retardation factor.
6. Due to symmetry, only one half of a high permeability

fracture, its adjacent low permeability fracture–skin and

its associated one half of rock-matrix has been considered
for simulation.

7. Fracture skin thickness is assumed to remain constant with
time.

3. Numerical method and moment analysis

In this study, the system is described by a set of partial differ-
ential equations for contaminant transport; one for the frac-
ture, one for the fracture–skin and another for the rock-

matrix, formulated for a one-dimensional framework. This
coupled system of equations is solved numerically using the
Upwind scheme for advection and second-order central differ-

ence finite difference scheme for dispersion. To satisfy the con-
tinuity of fluxes at the high and low permeability interface, i.e.,
fracture–skin interface, solution is iterated at each time step.

The grid size in the fracture is maintained uniform whereas a
varying grid size is adopted at the fracture–skin interface to
accurately simulate the concentration flux at the fracture–skin
interface. The last term on the left hand side of Eq. (4) is dis-

cretized as

@Cs

@y
¼ Cnþ1

s 2� Cnþ1
s 1

Dyð1Þ ð17Þ

where Dyð1Þ represents the cell width across the fracture–skin

interface. Here the contaminant concentration in the first node

in the fracture–skin, i.e., Cnþ1
s 1 will be equal to the correspond-

ing fracture concentration Cnþ1
f 1ji¼1 perpendicular to the frac-

ture–skin satisfying the boundary condition.
The contaminant concentration at the second node of the

fracture–skin Cnþ1
s 2 is the fourth unknown in the (n + 1)th

time level in Eq. (4). The value of this unknown is assumed
and iterated until convergence. Thus using tridiagonal matrix
algorithm (TDMA), the three unknowns are solved for the

fracture at ith node, (i + 1)th node and (i � 1)th node at
(n+ 1)th time level. Thus, the fourth unknown, the contami-
nant concentration at the second node of the fracture–skin
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Cnþ1
s 2 at (n + 1)th time level is not solved by the TDMA as its

value is assumed at (n+ 1)th time level and iterated until
convergence.

Having obtained the concentration distribution of contam-

inants along the fracture for a coupled fracture–skin–matrix
system, at each time level, from the above numerical method,
the method of spatial moments as a function of travelling time

is calculated. Such spatial moments of point concentration
data provide an integrated measure of the concentration field
over the entire extent of the domain. In the present model,

the contaminant transport parameters are considered by
characterizing the three spatial moments of the concentration
distribution along the fracture.

The lower order spatial moments have been obtained using

a similar approach to Guven et al. (1984). The zeroth moment
(M0) is proportional to the total mass of the fluid in the high
permeability fracture. The first spatial moment (M1) describes

the displacement of the centre of the mass and the second
spatial moment (M2) describes the spread of the deviation
from the centre of mass. The expressions for the evaluation

of the zeroth moment, first moment and second moment are
given below.

Mn ¼
Z L

0

xncðx; tÞdx ð18Þ
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ð19Þ
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ð20Þ

From these moments, the mobility and spreading of the
concentration profiles can be obtained using the following
expressions:

VðtÞ ¼ dfX1ðtÞg
dt

;DðtÞ ¼ 1

2

dfX11ðtÞg
dt

ð21Þ
Table 1 Parameters used in the simulation of the present

study.

Parameters used for simulation Value

Matrix diffusion coefficient (Dm) 4e-06 m2/d

Dispersivity (aL) 1 m

Half fracture aperture (b) 200 lm
Length of the fracture (Lf) 50 m

Total simulation time 25 days

Velocity of fluid (v) 1 m/d

Sorption partition coefficient on the fracture (Ka) 1e-04 m

Sorption partition coefficient on the rock matrix (Kd) 10 m3/kg

Maximum sorption capacity in fracture (Smaxf) 0.00001

Maximum sorption capacity in the rock matrix (Smaxm) 0.01

Bulk density of matrix (qs) 2000 kg/m3

Skin diffusion coefficient (Ds) 4e-06 m2/d

Skin porosity (hs) 0.035

Free molecular diffusion coefficient (D0) 1e-06

Matrix porosity (hm) 0.145

Bulk density of rock-matrix (qm) 2000 kg/m3

Fracture skin thickness (d–b) 0.002 m

Maximum sorption capacity in fracture–skin (Smaxs) 0.00001

Sorption partition coefficient on the rock matrix (Ks) 10 m3/kg
However, the above expressions are valid for pulse sources
(Maloszewski and Zuber, 1985) only. Since the boundary con-
dition in the inlet is assumed to be a constant continuous

source, a first derivative of the concentration in the fracture
is used to obtain the equivalent pulse in order to use the above
expressions (18)–(21).

Eq. (21) describes the expression for time dependent disper-

sivity as a function of time dependent macro-dispersion coeffi-

cient and time dependent velocity. Eq. (21) clearly states that

the mean fluid velocity and dispersivity will not be a constant

as it is applied in a typical porous medium, while it will be

varying as a function of time in a coupled fracture–matrix sys-

tem. It is also to be noted that Eq. (21) holds good at larger

times when the coupled fracture–matrix system reaches the

equilibrium condition with reference to the system heterogene-

ity (Suresh Kumar and Sekhar, 2005; Sekhar and Kumar,

2006; Suresh Kumar et al., 2008), while the deviations at

pre-asymptotic regime reflects the significant heterogeneity

associated with the coupled fracture–matrix system. Thus, dur-

ing the early stages a linear relation between the macro-disper-

sion coefficient and the mean fluid velocity cannot be expected

in a coupled fracture–matrix system as it is applied in a classi-

cal porous medium, and this departure from the linear relation

is the essence of transport through fractured aquifers to be sig-

nificantly different from that of a typical porous medium.

4. Results and discussion

Spatial moment analysis on solute transport with Langmuir

sorption in a coupled fracture skin matrix system has been car-
ried out in this study. The input parameters for the present
study have been adopted from Robinson et al. (1998). Table 1

shows the parameters that were used for the simulation of the
present study.

Fig. 2 represents the comparison of the results obtained
from the present numerical model with the analytical solution

provided by Robinson et al. (1998). It is observed from Fig. 2
that the present model is in close agreement with the analytical
solution for contaminant transport in a fracture–matrix cou-

pled system with fracture skin.
Fig. 3 provides spatial distribution of relative concentration

along the fracture resulting from the introduction of non-linear

Langmuir sorption isotherm within fracture, fracture–skin and
rock-matrix for various sorption partition coefficients varying
by four orders of magnitude. It can be clearly observed from

Fig. 3 that the sensitivity of sorption partition coefficients is
extremely critical in deciding the amount of concentration that
would finally be retained within the fracture. For example, the
relative concentration at a distance of 2.5 m from the inlet

nearly approaches zero with Ks = 2; while the relative concen-
tration is approximately 70% with Ks = 0.0002. Thus the role
of non-linear sorption is dominant in comparison with that of

advection and dispersion in deciding the final relative concen-
tration within the fracture. In addition, it is also observed that
the concentration reaches zero within 15 m from the inlet

implying a very strong sorption onto the solid phase from
the mobile aqueous phase.

Fig. 4 provides the temporal distribution of effective solute
velocity within the high permeable fracture for various sorp-

tion partition coefficients. The effective solute velocity for
the ranges of sorption partition coefficients considered in



Figure 2 Comparison of numerical solution with the analytical

solution for various simulation time periods for a coupled

fracture–skin–matrix system.
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Fig. 4 varies non-linearly implying the sensitivity of effective
solute velocity with time. It is observed from Fig. 4 that the

magnitude of effective solute velocities is significantly lower
with reference to its mean fluid velocity of 1 m/day. In addi-
tion, solutes are getting retarded very strongly nearer to the

inlet itself, and the solutes are not allowed to migrate too far
from the inlet. It is observed from Fig. 4 that first few days
seem to be very critical in deciding the resultant effective solute

velocity depending on the intensity of sorption partition coef-
ficients, while the magnitude of effective solute velocity is not
getting affected significantly at a later stage.

Fig. 5 provides the temporal distribution of effective

macro-dispersion coefficient within the high permeable frac-
ture for various sorption partition coefficients. The macro-dis-
persion coefficients for the ranges of sorption partition

coefficients considered in Fig. 5 vary quite significantly nearer
to the inlet, while their values try to reach a steady-state at a
Figure 3 Spatial distribution of relative concentration along the

fracture for various sorption partition coefficients within the

fracture skin.
later time. It is observed from Fig. 5 that the intensity of mix-
ing for all the sorption partition coefficients is less than the
normal mixing that will be expected in the absence of any

physical/chemical reactions. In other words, the sorption par-
tition coefficients suppress the dilution of solute concentra-
tions. As observed from Fig. 5, for a larger sorption

partition coefficient (Ks = 2), the effective macro-dispersion
coefficient has mitigated by more than an order of magnitude.
Thus numerical results clearly suggest that the role of sorption

partition coefficients is not always enhancing the mixing phe-
nomena which lead to dilution of solutes.

Fig. 6 provides the temporal distribution of effective disper-
sivity within the high permeable fracture for various sorption

partition coefficients. The effective dispersivity for the ranges
of sorption partition coefficients considered in Fig. 6 varies
non-linearly with time throughout the simulation period. It

is observed from Fig. 6 that the magnitude of effective disper-
sivity keeps on increasing significantly with time for very low
sorption partition coefficient, while the magnitude of effective

dispersivity is less than its actual value for significantly higher
sorption partition coefficients. Thus these numerical results
suggest that the role of sorption partition coefficients is extre-

mely sensitive in the sense that the resultant magnitude of
effective dispersivity may either get enhanced or mitigated
depending on the magnitude of sorption partition coefficients.
Such results are relatively difficult to deduce from field inves-

tigations as it needs more number of experimental investiga-
tions and eventually, the critical role of numerical models is
justified.

Fig. 7 provides spatial distribution of relative concentration
along the fracture resulting from the introduction of non-linear
Langmuir sorption isotherm within fracture, fracture–skin and

rock-matrix for various maximum sorption capacities. It can
be clearly observed from Fig. 7 that the magnitude of maxi-
mum sorption capacities plays a major role in deciding the

amount of concentration that would finally be retained within
the fracture. For example, the relative concentration at a dis-
tance of 2.5 m from the inlet nearly approaches zero with
Smaxs = 0.01; while the relative concentration is approximately

60% with Smaxs = 0.00001. Thus the role of non-linear sorp-
Figure 4 Temporal distribution of effective solute velocity for

different sorption partition coefficients in the fracture skin.



Figure 5 Temporal distribution of effective solute macro-

dispersion coefficients for different sorption partition coefficients

in the fracture skin.

Figure 6 Temporal distribution of effective solute dispersivity

for different sorption partition coefficients in the fracture skin.

Figure 7 Spatial distribution of relative concentration along the

fracture for various maximum sorption capacities within the

fracture skin.

Figure 8 Temporal distribution of effective solute velocity for

different maximum sorption capacities in the fracture skin.
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tion is dominant in comparison with that of advection and dis-
persion in deciding the final relative concentration within the

fracture. In addition, it is also observed that the concentration
reaches zero within 10 m from the inlet for all the maximum
sorption capacities considered in Fig. 7 implying a very strong

sorption onto the solid phase from the mobile aqueous phase.
Fig. 8 provides the temporal distribution of effective solute

velocity within the high permeable fracture for various maxi-

mum sorption capacities. The effective solute velocity for the
ranges of sorption partition coefficients considered in Fig. 8
varies non-linearly implying the sensitivity of effective solute

velocity with time. It is observed from Fig. 8 that the magni-
tude of effective solute velocities is nearly two orders of mag-
nitude lower with reference to its mean fluid velocity of 1 m/
day. In addition, solutes are getting retarded very strongly dur-

ing first 5–10 days, and the solutes move at a very slow rate at
times greater than 10 days. It is observed from Fig. 8 that the
first week is very critical in deciding the resultant effective sol-

ute velocity depending on the intensity of maximum sorption
capacities, while the magnitude of effective solute velocity is
not getting affected significantly at a later stage.

Fig. 9 provides the temporal distribution of effective
macro-dispersion coefficient within the high permeable frac-
ture for various maximum sorption capacities. The macro-dis-

persion coefficients for the ranges of maximum sorption
capacities considered in Fig. 9 vary quite significantly nearer
to the inlet, while their values try to reach a steady-state at a
later time. It is observed from Fig. 9 that the intensity of mix-

ing for all the maximum sorption capacities is less than the
normal mixing that will be expected in the absence of any
physical/chemical reactions. In other words, the maximum

sorption capacities suppress the dilution of solute concentra-
tions as observed in Fig. 5. As observed from Fig. 9, for a lar-



Figure 9 Temporal distribution of effective macro-dispersion

coefficient for different maximum sorption capacities in the

fracture skin.

Figure 10 Temporal distribution of effective solute dispersivity

for different maximum sorption capacities in the fracture skin.
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ger maximum sorption capacity (Smaxs = 0.01), the effective
macro-dispersion coefficient has mitigated by nearly two
orders of magnitude. Thus numerical results clearly suggest

that the role of maximum sorption capacities is not always
enhancing the mixing phenomena which lead to dilution of
solutes.

Fig. 10 provides the temporal distribution of effective dis-
persivity within the high permeable fracture for various maxi-
mum sorption capacities. The effective dispersivity for the
ranges of sorption partition coefficients considered in Fig. 10

varies non-linearly with time throughout the simulation per-
iod. It is observed from Fig. 10 that the magnitude of effective
dispersivity keeps on increasing significantly with time for very

low maximum sorption capacity (Smaxs = 0.00001), while the
magnitude of effective dispersivity is less than its actual value
for significantly higher maximum sorption capacities

(Smaxs = 0.001 and 0.01). Thus these numerical results suggest
that the role of maximum sorption capacities is extremely sen-
sitive in the sense that the resultant magnitude of effective dis-
persivity may either get enhanced or mitigated depending on

the magnitude of maximum sorption capacities. Thus the max-
imum sorption capacities play a critical role with reference to
any conclusion pertaining to scale-dependent dispersivity.
5. Conclusion

A numerical model is developed to analyse the effect of Lang-

muir non-linear sorption intensities on the effective solute
velocity, macro dispersion coefficient and dispersivity in a frac-
ture–skin–matrix coupled system. The set of coupled equations

for contaminant transport is solved using the implicit finite dif-
ference method. A constant continuous source of contami-
nants is assumed at the inlet of the fracture. The flux

transfer at the interface of the fracture and the fracture–skin
is captured by adopting a varying grid pattern. The fractures
are assumed to be saturated. The conclusions from the study
can be summarized as follows:

1. The role of non-linear sorption is dominant in comparison
with that of advection and dispersion in deciding the final

relative concentration within the fracture.
2. Higher sorption partition coefficients try to suppress the

enhanced mixing phenemona, and subsequently, the

amount of mixing pertains to actual hydrodynamic disper-
sion coefficient as observed in the absence of any physical/
chemical reactions.

3. The first few days seem to be very critical in deciding the

resultant effective solute velocity depending on the intensity
of sorption partition coefficients, while the magnitude of
effective solute velocity is not getting affected significantly

at a later stage.
4. The role of sorption partition coefficients is not always

enhancing the mixing phenomena which lead to dilution

of solutes.
5. The role of sorption partition coefficients is extremely sen-

sitive in the sense that the resultant magnitude of effective

dispersivity may either get enhanced or mitigated depend-
ing on the magnitude of sorption partition coefficients.
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